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Passive investing has two aims - to keep the costs of     
investing down, and to hold investments that give you gains   
and income more or less in line with the average of all shares   
in the market.

Passive funds aim to match the performance of a market or a 
group of shares in a market. They do so usually by buying all 
of the shares in the market index they want to match, in the 
same proportions as the index holds. If you wanted to own 
UK shares then you could chose to do so by buying a tracker 
fund, which seeks to give you the same results as owning 
the shares of the large company 100 share index, or one 
of the broader indices including more small companies. 
The passive fund needs to buy shares with a minimum 
of cost for the purchase, collect the dividends, and make 
changes if anything changes in the index they are seeking 
to mimic. 

The Index matching fund will still be at a small disadvantage 
to the Index itself, as the Index incurs no dealing costs, 
and the index tracking manager needs a modest fee for his 
trouble. To get nearer to perfect tracking, so the holder of 
the Index  fund can have the same income and gains as a 
holder of the Index, some tracker funds earn income from 
lending out stock to the market against proper security, 
which can offset some or all of the costs of the tracker fund.

Some tracker funds may make limited use of derivative contracts 
with banks to remove differences in performance between 
their fund and the index. The tracker fund takes out a bet or an 
insurance with a bank, so that if the shares in the tracking fund 
do better than the Index the fund pays the bank, and if they do 
worse the bank pays the fund. Under UCITs fund rules, not more 
than 10% of the fund can be committed in this way to derivative 
products, and it is usually less. There needs to be good supervision 
of these contracts, with full protection against loss for the fund. The 
best of these funds can do a good job of nearly matching the index 
they are seeking to track. Cautious and individual investors are 
advised to stick to tracker funds that just buy all the shares in the 
index they are tracking with the money they manage, or for the fund 
to buy a representative sample of the shares in the index. 

The best tracker funds these days may charge fees of around 
0.1%, compared to fees of 1% or more for an active fund. 
Advocates of active investment, the alternative to passive, say 
that it is worth paying these bigger fees because a talented and 
fortunate manager can choose shares which do better than the 
index he is compared with. Some do indeed manage to outperform 
or beat the index, and earn enough extra to pay for their fees 
and charges and dealing costs and leave some extra gain for the 
investor. On average, however, the evidence shows that most 
active funds underperform their chosen index after allowing for their 
costs and charges. 
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It is difficult making the right calls, and even more difficult 
making enough right decisions to offset all the extra fees and 
charges. Some active managers end up owning a portfolio 
very like the index they are wanting to beat, for fear of 
making too many wrong decisions which lead to loss against 
the index. An active manager may for example be good at 
spotting companies in trouble and leave them out of his fund, 
only to find some of them are bid for at prices well above 
their market quote on the day of the bid. An active manager 
may have had good reasons to think BP was a great 
company with excellent earnings and dividends prospects 
just before they hit the disaster with the out of control US 
oil well, which changed their financial outlook dramatically. 
These unforeseen events make beating an index reliably, 
very difficult. 

The theory of passive investing rests on two main 
principles. Lower costs of the fund means you keep 
more of the gains and income, which is a good idea. The 
market index is very Darwinian, meaning more of your 
money is invested in successful and popular companies. 
This can often be a winning strategy. The large company 
indices ruthlessly cut out companies on the slide or in 
difficulties and replaces them with the up and coming. 

There are times when you could make more money out of 
backing recovery situations, by buying into shares that are 
out of favour, but you need a manager who knows which 
ones and when to buy, which is a challenge.

There are limits to passive investing, but it is possible to 
combine the best of active with the best of passive. There is 
no easy or agreed way to index your overall asset allocation. 
There is no single right index to tell you how much to have 
in shares or bonds or cash or property at any given time 
or for your long term needs. By actively managing the big 
picture decisions on how much to have overall in UK shares 
or overseas bonds, these decisions usually have a bigger 
impact on how much you make, than the decisions on which 
portfolio of shares to hold within any given market. Investors 
do like to hope to do well. This hope should reside in where 
your overall assets are placed. Then you can use passive 
investment funds to keep the costs down, so you avoid 
drifting too far away from the performance of the markets 
you have chosen. 
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It is not intended that this publication be relied upon by retail investors. It does not constitute an offer, a personal solicitation of an offer or personal recommendation 
to enter in to any transaction. Whilst all reasonable care has been taken in preparing this document, the information contained herein is deemed to be reliable 
but all expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice. Tax legislation is based on our understanding of legislation and practice currently in force.         
Tax information is subject to individual circumstances and subject to change. We cannot be held responsible for the effect of any future legislation change in interpretation.
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